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ABSYNTH is a synthesizer which allows you to create unique sounds and effects without having to create them yourself. The main reason for its existence is to offer you a fully-featured application that allows you to easily and quickly produce modern sounding, full-blown
effects and synthesis sounds. This application is a completely modular synthesizer which features two oscillators, one LFO and one VCF, a two-stage ADSR envelope, an LFO modulation path and a new type of modulator that allows you to use the harmonic and sub-
harmonic of an oscillator to modify the characteristic of that oscillator. The application comes with more than 2,100 sounds and 64 onboard effects and effects can be switched on and off individually for each oscillator, or for each sound. The sound design tools have a lot of
power and flexibility, they can be used to easily create, edit and modulate all types of sounds. As the application offers precise sound controls, you can easily get the sounds that you want and create interesting and unusual sounds. You can apply harmonics up to the order
of 12 or more, and if you want more harmonics, you can apply a filter at the output of the oscillator which allows you to use all the harmonics that the oscillator has. This filters have the most precise controls that you have in your typical synthesizers. The application offers
a wide range of sound generators such as the FM generator, the pitch shifter, the distortion, the envelope modulation, the aperiodic noise generator, the PWM effect, the randomization, the randomizer, the square wave generator, the impulse generator, the low frequency
oscillator, the HPF filter and the envelope follower. This application is a full featured synthesis and sound design studio and it comes with a host of features. You can use it as a full featured synth, or you can use it as a modular synthesizer and you can use the integrated
effects to create whatever sounds you want. This application is a powerful, yet easy to use sound design tool that offers you instant sound tweaking capabilities. You can easily combine many effects to create sounds that are impossible to create with other synthesizers.
ABSYNTH Details: Please keep in mind that this is a very powerful application and that is why it is very sensitive to CPU usage. If your CPU is low, the effects might not work as intended. We recommend to not use it on a laptop. Multi-core: The application can run
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Add Macro Recording to your keyboard, so you can record any sound from your DAW (in any format, compressed or not) with one single shortcut. What you get: First: - 32 Macro Keys on your keyboard. - Each Macro key can be set individually: playback speed (0.0 to 1.0),
playback start point (0 to 1.0), delay (0.0 to 0.99), panning (-100 to 100%). Second: - Fully customizable keymapping. - High quality sound quality. Third: - 32 dynamic Macro positions. - Each Macro position can be assigned to a single key (up to 32). - Each Macro position
can be assigned to a single track in the timeline (up to 32). - Each Macro position can be assigned to an Audio Channel (up to 32). - You can create 32 macros for every channel you have in your DAW (up to 32 channels). - Audio channel assign feature lets you record any
sound from your DAW (in any format, compressed or not) with one single channel. - 128 audio recording positions. - Each Audio Channel position can be assigned to a single recording (up to 128). - Each Audio Channel position can be assigned to a single track in the
timeline (up to 128). - Audio Channels can be assigned to one of the 32 Macro positions (up to 128). - 128 Audio Channels (up to 32). - 128 Audio Tracks (up to 32). - 128 Audio Channel Positions (up to 32). - 128 Audio Tracks (up to 128). - 128 Audio Channel Positions (up to
128). Additional features: - 2,100+ Presets (easy to customize). - 32 Full Presets (easy to customize). - 128 Easy Presets (easy to customize). - Filter Modulation (adjusts filter frequency in real time). - Synth Modulation (adjusts filter frequency, filter envelope and filter
cutoff in real time). - Vocal Modulation (controls vocal pitch, decay, modulation depth and pitch in real time). - Envelope Modulation (controls amplifier and filter cutoff in real time). - Tremolo Modulation (controls oscillator and filter cutoff in real time). - Synth Mix
(envelope, filter cutoff, oscillator pitch, filter panning, modulation depth and filter resonance in real time). 2edc1e01e8
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* Single unified plug-in for fast tweaking and live sound design * 2,100 new, inspiring sounds, ranging from classic keyboard sounds to more complex grooves * Advanced features like subtractive synthesis, granular sampling, wave-morphing and much more * Works with
the world's most important interfaces (VST, ASIO, WASAPI and AU) * Great performance with Pro Tools and Cubase * Includes a sound collection of digital instruments, effects and sound-generating techniques * ABSYNTH includes the following assets: - ABSYNTH: a
unique, innovative and intuitive software synthesizer - 400+ presets in 2 categories: dark, moody, with atmospheric effects and refined, punchy, with detailed and punchy sounds - A new collection of powerful sounds - A number of creative audio and visual features - An
extensive user interface - Synthesis, effects, filtering and a collection of other advanced technologies - Sound support for up to 16-bit, 48 kHz, 44.1 kHz, stereo and mono - Input and output of VST, ASIO, WASAPI, Audio Units - A powerful sonic manipulation tool - A
dynamic interface which includes instant sound tweaking, filter feedback, automation, surround sound panning and more - Multi-touch support - Fully integrated support for the most important editors in the audio industry - Pro Tools and Cubase 7 support Using the audio
engine Start by selecting a sound, and tweak and apply the desired parameters. You can also save presets and load them back into the application. To do this, just click on the red button with the down arrow to the right of the sound title. You can also select a category to
display all the sounds in, or a subcategory if you have loaded it from the settings. You can add sounds to the category or the subcategory. You can also save a sound as a preset or load it from a file. You can also load sounds from the disk or in the collection. The 'Sound
Mutator' allows you to mutate the parameters of all the selected sounds To mutate, click on the 'Sound Mutator' button to the right of the title. The 'Mutator' will load the sound with the same parameters you are manipulating, and allow you to mutate the settings of all the
parameters. The 'Mutation' will load the sound with the same parameters
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What's New In ABSYNTH?

'Synth' is the sound design application that will turn your computer into a synthesizer! 'Synth' offers you a semi-modular synthesizer with many capabilities and a large selection of presets, and it features an intuitive sound making method called 'Sound Mutator'. With the
support of a comprehensive range of sound creation methods, ABSYNTH provides you with a tool that helps you to create amazing sounds, no matter your creativity level. Our intuitive and easy-to-use interface provides fast access to all sounds and tools. With the 'Sound
Mutator', you can easily and effectively modify all audio elements, from the oscillator settings to the filters and more. Our advanced mutator options let you set up a new sound within seconds. Live input, audio modulation, macros and the built-in filters are other tools you
can use to create exciting sounds. With our unique approach to sound design, ABSYNTH features over 2,100 original presets ranging from classic to modern sounds. With all the classic synthesizers and mixing methods included, you can simply go to the main menu and
apply the right preset for the desired sound. With our Sound Mutator and our deep sound library, you can easily turn your computer into a sound design machine. With our sound generation methods such as Granular Sampling, Wave Mapping, Wave Morphing and Tempo
Sync, ABSYNTH provides a great tool to generate unique and complex sounds. In addition to our powerful synthesis and editing techniques, ABSYNTH comes with advanced sound design tools and features. The 'Sound Mutator' is an innovative sound designing method
which allows you to manipulate the spectrum of audio elements, such as the oscillator settings, envelopes, filters, effects, and more, randomly. You can use the built-in filters to enhance the desired sounds, or turn them on their heads by applying the 'Supercomb'. In
addition to this, ABSYNTH has an 'Aetherizer' which you can use to further distort the sound by assigning the selected sound to the 'Aetherizer'. You can easily find and compare sounds thanks to our advanced search function. Moreover, you can use the 'Sound History'
function to check the recorded sounds. ABSYNTH is capable of supporting many sound formats, including VST, audio units, ASIO, WASAPI and more. In addition to this, ABSYNTH supports surround sound panning for creating animation effects. Features: - 3.1 Surround
Sound - 2x1 Subwoofer - MIDI Learn
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System Requirements:

Game requires an XBOX 360 game disc to play. Discs for original release of "Infinity" are not included with the game, you can purchase them at GameStop, Amazon or at the Microsoft Store. Game must be purchased in the U.S. only. A multiplayer disc may be required.
Play through on the "Infinity" disc with the game connected to a TV using the HDMI cable and wireless controller. Optional DLC includes: Soldier's Story Pack : This package is available
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